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Details of Visit:

Author: spartan117
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 28 Apr 2016 15:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 425
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07710487769

The Premises:

Large Ground floor flat all mod cons, large mirrors in bedroom, very safe and secure, only a few
minutes from tube station. 

The Lady:

Exactly as photos show, a smiley busty blonde, great figure, tanned.

The Story:

This was my first visit to Jessica a former Maxes Angel whom i had tried to see earlier but
unfortunately our diaries could not match and i had been reading her reviews with interest as
Jessica is described as a full service lady with really good reviews so i was looking forward to this
booking and i was not disappointed.

The communications when setting up this booking were great and Jessica was wearing the
requested costume when she answered the door, a drink and shower were offered and payment
sorted out efficiently. We had a good chat first before the action started.

Jessica started off with some really good head and she let me gently facefuck her mouth, then
moving on to a titwank/blowjob before i used my fingers to try to make her squirt and although i was
unsuccessful i believe i made her cum judging by the flushed expression and the noises she was
making. Some 69 followed then some rimming and fingering of her arse and i was really enjoying
the view in the three mirrors placed around the bed. Jessica used the mirrors to good effect, looking
at ourselves as we pleasured each other.

Sex was in multiple positions, doggy, cowgirl, reverse cowgirl, Jessica has a range of toys and i
used a doxy massager ( or was it a Hitachi wand ) on her pussy whilst she sucked me off.

The 90 minutes flew by with no clock watching and i will be booking again, highly recommended. 
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